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DECISION OF THE FUFA ELECTORAL COMMITTEE ON THE PETITION AGAINST THE NOMINATION PROCEDURE AND ENTIRE ELECTORAL PROCESS: 
The FUFA Electoral Committee acknowledged receipt of your petition filed with this Committee on the 3rd June 2021, by means of which you raised six grounds for your petition. The Electoral Committee will respond to the grounds in the order raised. 
From the documentation in our possession, the FUFA Electoral Committee noted that you picked nomination papers on 24th May 2021 for purposes of filing the same with your information and you were requested to return the filled nomination papers to FUFA Electoral Committee on the 26th May 2021. However, it is established that you did not return the nomination papers to the FUFA Electoral Committee on the 26th May 2021 or thereafter and or request for extension of time. 
The refusal to return the filled nomination forms containing your basic information denied the FUFAA Electoral Committee an opportunity to assess your candidature and as a result the Committee was unable to nominate you for the position of the FUFA President. 

Subsequently, the FUFA Electoral Committee now responds to your grounds of petition in the order raised. 

1. Unrealistic time allocated. 

From the onset, the FUFA EC states that it published its Electoral Road map at the beginning of March 2021 to all football stakeholders. The Electoral Road Map was intended to inform the interested candidates in advance about the time lines to enable them prepare their respective candidature. Equally the FUFA Electoral Committee also published the FUFA Statutes and 
FUFA Electoral Code on its websites at the same time i.e. early March 2021. These documents 



Containecd all the requirement for candidature of the position of the FUFA President. The 
rationale tor publication was to enable interested candidates prepare themselves in advance. 

in view or the above, the FUFA EC issued nomination papers for interested candidates to fill 
in their respective particulars with provision for nominators to append their signatures. 

The above notwithstanding, the FUFA EC extended time for the candidates that requested for 
extension and this option was also available for you if at all you requested. 

Therefore, the FUFA EC finds your petition on the basis of insufficient time erroneous 

considering that It was the same period allocated to all candidates who picked nomination 
forms and a precedent was already set that the period to return nomination forms was 

extended by FUFA EC upon request. 

Finally, it is unfortunate that it is on record that you called a press conference where upon you 

decared your intentions not to return the nomination forms even before the lapse of time that 
was allocated to return nomination forms. Hence FUFA EC finds your claim of insufficient time 

to be in bad faith and dishonest 

2. FUFA Employee being Nominators. 

You alleged in your petition that you tried to approach most of the Regional Associations CEO's 

and they all confessed to having already endorsed the incumbent and that they risked facing 
the wrath of their paymaster nominating anyone other than the incumbent. The FUFA EC is 

unable to accept this allegation because it lacks any supporting evidence. 

The nomination procedure and requirements relating to nominators for the position of the FUFA 
President are well stipulated in article 10 (5) and (6) of the FUFA Electoral Code. The FUFA 
EC is obliged to ensure total compliance with the said Electoral Code. Without evidence that 
all the would-be nominators refused to nominate a candidate for fear of losing their 
employments the FUFA EC dedlined to accept this ground as a substantial effect that led to 
your failure to return your nomination documents. 

3. Two sets of delegates 
Under this ground you alleged that the previous set of delegates didn't serve to complete their 
full term, while the new set is expected to start their tenure before it officially starts. The basis 
of your argument is that the current FUFA Executive Committee and delegates all came into 
office in August 2017 for a term of four years. 

According to the documents at the disposal of the FUFA EC, all the FUFA Regional 
Associations delegates and Special Interest Groups delegates were elected in accordance 



with their respective Association Statutes. According to the Hegolacted for a term of four 

Delegates Representing RFA to the FUFA General Assemby w 
utes. According to the Regional Association Statutes, the 

ere ale 

Oelegates were elected in Anril 2017 and their respective term ended in April CUZI. It iIS not true that the RFA deleaates were elected in August 2017 as you petition. 

Ererore, there is one set of delegates and a result, the FUFA Electoral Committee tound that it had no bearing on your failure to return nomination Tormis 
4. Eligibility questions over some winners. 

OA EIectoral Committee declined to assess this ground because it had no bearing on 
the petitioner's refusal to return nomination forms. There was no appeal against the process of nominating the 3rd FUFA Vice President. The Candidate was duly presented by Express Football Club. The nominated Candidate for the position of 3rd Vice President will be presented to the FUFA General Assembly for approval or otherwise. This ground is also rejected for 
having no bearing to the nomination process of the petitioner. 

5. Interference in Election of Member bodies 
The FUFA Electoral Committee would like to put it to the attention of the petitioner that the 
FUFA Electoral Committee is mandated by the FUFA Statutes to handle elections for all the 
members of FUFA. It is not true that Members of FUFA should have self-organized elections. 
The petitioner confuses third party intereference in the FUFA Elections. The petitioner did not 
furnish any proof of interference by FUFA Electoral body and FUFA secretariat and as a 
consequence, this ground is also declined. It had no bearing on the petitioner's refusal to returm 

nomination forms. 

6. Integrity Checks of Contestants. 

The FUFA Electoral Committee would like to put it to the attention of the petitioner that the 
nomination documents returned by the candidates were submitted to the commissioner for 
oath for further scrutiny and the candidates that pass the eligibility and nomination 

requirements will be subjected to integrity check before being declared as candidates. The 

interested incividuals that failled to return nomination forms will not be subjected to integrity 
checks. 

In conclusion, the prayers of the petitioner are rejected because the petition raised no serious 

ground that prohibited the pettioner from returning nomination documents with basic required 
information to enable him participate in the process. 
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